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LATENT NARRATIVES; SIDESHADOWING IN FORTUNATA Y 

JACINTA 


Linda M. Willem 

In his book, Narrative and Freedom _ Gary Saul Morson uses the term 
"sideshadowing" to identify a set of devices-operating in the works of Tolstoy and 
Dostoevsky-that are used to counter the closed view of time associated with another term, 
"foreshadowing." According to Morson, this temporal closure is the result of the backward 
causation of foreshadowing. That is , in foreshadowing something happens because some
thing else is going to happen. Instead of being caused by a prior event, it is caused by a 
subsequent one. T hat means that the future is already set, at least to the extent that it can 
send signs backwards. T hus, options are closed off and time becomes a single line leading 
to that exis ting fu ture. Of course, in a novel-unlike in real life- the future is, in fact , already 
et. bu t by calling the reader's attention to the al ready written nature of narrative, foreshad

owing underscores the artificiality of the novelistic world. In contrast, sideshadowing con
veys temporal openness by approximating the multiplicity of possibilities and potential 
resolutions inheren t in real li fe. As Morson explains: 

Alternatives always abound . and, more often than not, what exists need not have existed. Something 

else was possible , anJ sideshadowing is used to create a sense of that " something else. " Instead of 

casting a foreshaJow from the future, it cas ts a shadow "from the side," that is, from the other possi

hilities. Along with an event, we see its alternatives; with each present, another possible present. 

Sideshadows conjure the ghostly presence of might-have-beens or might-bes. While we see what did 

happen, we also see the image o f what e lse could have happeneJ. In thi s way, the hypothetical shows 

through the actual and so achie ves its own shadowy kind of existence in the text. 

In sideshadowing I...J we do not see contradictory actualities , but one possi bi Ii ty that was actual

ized and, at the same mom ent , another that could have been but was not. (l18) 

Through sideshadowing. time becomes "a fieJd of possibilities" leading to various futures, 
some of which are reali zed and some of which are not. "The actual is therefore understood as 
just another possibility that somehow came to pass" (118-19). Sideshadowing mitigates the 
artificia lity of the novelistic world by suggesting that its fu ture is a~ open as it is ill the real 
world . 

Morson contrasts the different types of s ideshadowing employed by Dostoevsky and 
Tolstoy, the former pre fe rri ng to use ex treme situations or critical moments as major turn 
ing points, and lhe latter preferr ing to focus on the cont ingencies in volved in the ordinary 
moments of day-to-day ex istence. Morson ch;:U'lK terizes TolslOY 'S method as "prosaic 
sideshadowi ng" and con tends that it i ~ a major contributing factor to the oft-commented 
realism of War and Peace (ISg -S9) . Interesti ngly, many of the sideshadowilJg techniques 
he identi fies a!. pertaining to this novel can be seen al so in FOr/llnata y Jacinta. Indeed, in 
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a brief preface to the very scene that will serve as a point of departure for the major plot of 

Ga ld6s 's novel-Juan ito's and Fortunata 's first meeting-Gald6s explicitly directs the read

er' s attention to the concept of storylines which mayor may not come to fruition because of 

the chance or circums tance of everyday occurrences: "Y sale a relucir aquf la visita del 

Delffn al anciano servidor y amigo de su casa, porque s i Juanito Santa Cruz no hubiera 

hecho aquella visita, esta historia no se habrfa escrito. Sc hubiera escrito otra, eso sf, porque 

por do quiera que eJ hombre vaya lleva consigo su novela ; pero esta no" (I, iii, 3; 181). 
Thus, in the space of two sentences . Gald6s alludes to the myriad of unrealized , but poten

tiall realizable, s tories that are latently present, not only in his own text, but also in real 

life. Furthermore, by mentioning thi s phenomenon within the first chapters of this lengthy 

novel , Gald6s also alerts the reader to be mindful of the other sideshadowed stories that will 

be suggested later in the text. In Morson's words, Gald6s "invites us to inquire into the (' 

other possible presents that might have been and to imagine a quite different course of f 
events" ( 1 J8). It is important to note, however, that this process does not imply an imagi v 

native free-for-all where anything can happen . Rather. it is tied to something specifically 

mentioned in the text. That is, sides hadowing overtly rai ses the possibility of something 

that can happen, and, in so doing, it directs the reader's imagination to certain possibilities 

but not others. For example, there is no sideshadowing anywhere in Fortunata y Jacinta to 

suggest the possibility of l uanito becoming a priest, and , therefore, that is not a latent story 

waiting to be developed . O n the other hand , the rcpeated badgering of Max i by L upe to o·
0 ' 

devis a cure-a ll e lixir that couid be sold to the public as a money-mak ing scheme does 

rai e the sideshadowed possibi lity o f Maxi doi ng so, and with it , there arise further possi ar 
bilities concerning the uccess or fail ure of that enterprise . of 

As in realli f ,Gald6s's novel istic world provides more options to the charac ters than afl 
they avail themselves of, and, conseq ue ntly, it as k~ readers to respond in wn ys more appro set 

priate to reali ty than to fi ct ion . As Morson notes, reade rs of fic tion are trai ned to seek ap. 
significance because they know that the work is an art is tic arti fact that has been planned in bel 
advance. Readers expect lhings and inciden ts tha t arc tnl:ntio ned in the tex t to mean some bel 
thing, or e lse they would not be inc luded. But heavily sideshadowed tex.ts such as War and on, 

Peace and Fortunata y Jacinta subvert th is process by presentillg numerous poss ibilities to nail 

the reader" s atte ntion, and then leavi ng many of them unex.p[or d. Since mere presence he 
does not guarantee significance, the tex t acq ui res the op n-ended feel of rea l life . bur 

Thus, il is the preponderance of unrealized potentialities that gi ves .' ideshadowing its Au. 
reality-producing effect, and that preponderance is achieved in various ways. One of the the. 
easiest is through the cho ices that the characters make, because each choice requires 11 the 
commitment to one course of action ove r another. While a ll novels invol ve some choices, tho 
Fortunata y Jacinta is particularly rich in this regard. Not only do characters make many ho\ 
choice , but more significantl , they frequ ently decl are their intent to do something and tak, 

then chose not do it. Th is is particularly true of Fortunata. For example, when she is Ullr 

informed by Mauricia of luanito's plan to seduce her by renting the apartment next to hers the 
and by bribing her maid, Fortunata says that she will ask M axi to fi re the maid and take a 
l i.fferent apartment instead. B ut she doe, not do that. and, a lthough she reitera tes her inten tior 
tion to do so after Juanito comes to her door o n her wedd ing night, she again fails to carry off't 
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ajor plot of it out, thereby allowing Juanito and her maid to entrap her. A similar situation occurs later 

ts the read in the novel , when Lupe invites Fortunata to live in her home in order to effect a reconcili

. because of ation with Maxi. Although Fortunata declares her intent to leave on the second day, she 

a visita del remains in the home and re-establishes her relationship with her husband. In both cases, 

no h ubiera Fortunata's lack of action has major consequences for her marriage, leaving the reader to 
o sf, porque wonder what might have happened, had she done what she said she was going to do. In
iii, 3; 181 ) . deed, it is the disparity between what is said and what is done that allows the reader to ask 

, but poten the question that all sideshadowing aims for: "What if?" 

also in real Coincidences are another way of eliciting this same question, because they propel the 

'his lengthy novel in one direction, when it easily could have gone in another. While the most important 

ies lhat will of these coincidences is Juanito ' s meeting of Fortunata while visiting E stupifia, many oth

lire into the ers are found throughout the novel. The entire relationship between Maxi and Fortunata, 

t course of for example, is built upon a series of coincidences, beginning with their first acquaintance, 

y an lmagi which occurred simply because Fortunata had been staying temporarily at the home of 

;pecifically O lmedo's girlfriend the evening that Maxi was invited to dine there. In addition , on the day 

something that Lupe was confronting Maxi with her knowledge about his liai son with Fortunata, the 

!ossibilities unexpected event of Joaquin Pez paying off his bills led Torquemada to arri ve at Lupe's 

dacinta to house with her share of the profits at the very moment that she was forbi ddi ng Maxi to see 

latent story Fortunata any more, and the good mood that this lucrative interruption produced in Lupe 

by Lupe to gave Maxi the courage to defy his aunt for the first ti me in his life. Also, since one of 

hem e does Nicolas ' s rare vi sits to Madrid-caused by a death in the fami ly-coincided with Maxi's 

ther possi announcement about wanting to marry Fortunata, Nicolas was able to provide the solution 
of sending: her to Las Micaelas. Furthermore, the sudden arrest of Juan Pablo on the day 

acters than after the couple 's wedding requi red Lupe and Maxi to leave Fortunata alone, and her sub

lore ap pro sequent walk down the Calle de Santa Engracia freed her maid to smuggle Juanito into the 

ed to seck apartment . thus precipitating the second affair between the couple. Also, the reconc i liation 

planned in between Fortunata and Maxi was brought about by Feijoo, whose interest in Fortunata 

lean somc began when he was introd uced to her by Jllan Pablo in an accidental encounter on the street 

IS Wa r and one day. In additi on. Maxi was able to ascerta in Fortunata's hiding place after her preg

Ilb ilities to nancy because he happened to see Izq uierdo carrying items for her, and the only reason that 

~ presence he recogni zed [zquierdo was because Fortunata had introduced him to Maxi when they 
bumped into him once during a walk. Similarly, Maxi's chance sighting of Juanito and 

[l owing its Aurora together allowed him to inform Fortunata of their affair. Coincidences such a~ 

ne of thc these set in motion events which profoundly affect the li ves of the characters. But since 

req u ire ~ a they arc coincidences, they need not have happened, and as a result, the consequences of 

Ie choices. those coincidences need not have happened either. Therefore, the reader is left to imagine 

lake many how thi ngs could have turned out diffe rently. Each coincidence is a pivotal moment that 

ahing and takes the text in a certain direct ion. But as a coincidence. each has the appearance of being 

pen she is unplanned. Thus. these coincidences help to give the fictional realm ofFortunata y Jacinta 

~ xt to hers the improvised feel of real life. 

~ud take a The reader' s "What if?" questions are also st.imulated by the characters' own specula

her inten tions about what migh t happen in the future. Two prime examples occur when characters 

s to carry offer Fortunata advice by painting scenarios of possible outcomes to her actions. When 
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Fortunata mentions to Mauricia that she can escape Juanito' s plans to seduce her after B 

marriage by asking Maxi to take her to live in the small town associated with his inherit F 

ance, Mauricia describes the boredom and the constant exposure to the same, small circle tt 

of acquaintances that could lead Fortunata to have an affair with the mayor, the doctor, the ti 

judge, or even the priest of the town. Since this portrayal in no way exhausts all the possi F 
bilities of small tow n life, the reader is left to imagine others, including ones that could 

yield positive results instead. Later, a more elaborate set of scenarios is formulated by 0 ' 

Feijoo as part of his "curso de filosoffa pr<ictica." When his declining health con vinces him p 

of the need for Fortunata to reconcile with Maxi , he describes two situations that Fortunata \0\ 

could expect to find in her married life. He fi rSI mentions what Fortunata considers to be SI 

lhe unlikely event of her and M axi living happily toge ther ancl perhaps having child ren . If hi 

this were not to happen, the alternative would be for Fortunata to take so lace from an l 
unhappy marriage by having an affair with a discreet man, while keeping up the appearance d 

of propriety. O nce again, the reader is provided with future events that may come to pass, 
but, despite the more comprehensive scope o f Feijoo's predictions, room doc:; :: till exist for 
the reader to think of possibilities he does not cover. 

Affirmati ve or negati ve responses to questions posed to characters within a text are 
another way to spur the imagination, because the reader is allowed to wonder what might a, 

have happened had the questions been answered in the opposite way. A particularly inter 0' 

esting case occurs early in Fortunata y Jacinta when Jacinta meets Izquierdo for the first 
time. D uring their discussion, Jacinta sudden ly asks if he happens to have a portrait of B 
Fortunata anywhere in the house. Rather than record the actual words that Izquierdo an
swers, the narrator indicates his negative response by saying : "Si Izquierdo hubiera in 
respondido que sf, icomo se habrfa lanzado Jacinta sobre el! Pero no habia tal retrato, y tv. 
mas alia asf" (I, ix , 7; 356-57). Thus, the narrator himself posits a hypothetical if/then 
iluat ion, which models that behaviour for the reader. But since the narrator restric t); him

se lf to saying how thing); immediately would have been different, the poss ib le long-term 
effects are ldt unexplored, thereby leading the reader to wonder how a picture produced at 
this point in the text might have altered future events as well. Furthermore, the narrator' s 

closing comment Jeads the reader to ask why it was better for the portrait not to have ex PI 
isted . S ince nothing concre te res ults from Jacinta's q uestion, it has no significance whatso k 

ever for the devel ) P lll nt of the novel 's actual plot. But it does take on importance when F 

viewed as a sideshadow. If Jacinta had se ' n a picture of Fortunata in Izquierdo' s home, h 
then she would have been able to recognize Fortunata later in the novel when both women fi 

were brought together by Mauricia's j llne~s . And this in turn, would have destroyed the IT 

dramatic irony of the scenes leading up to and inc luding ' ortumlta's attack on Jaci nta. h 

Since this anagnorisis scene derives its power from that uramatic irony, it is indeed better SI 

that the portrait had never existed. S 

A similarly important sideshadow arising from another seemi ngly insignificant, nega h 

ti ve response is found near the end of the nove l, when Ballester tells the convalescent c 

Fortunata that he can not stay with her during what tu rns out to be the last night o f he r life, I: 

b cause he is fearful of 10. ing hi ~ job if he misses any more ti me at the phamucy. When p 

Fortunata expresse her wi ll ingness to support him fina ncially if he want to qui t his job, r 
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Ballester declines her offer out of pride, Had he accepted it and stayed that evening, might her after 
Fortunata's death have been avoided ? He certainly would have been more effective than s inberit
the drunken and sleeping Izquierdo in preventing Fortunata from exerting herself by getlall circle 
ting out of bed and putting on her street clothes. This may have prevented the attack that .octor, the 
Fortunata suffered the next morning, and even if it did not, Ballester' s presence would have the possi
ass ured, at least, the administration of the proper drugs to Fortunata as soon as the attack hat cou ld 
occurred, which may have lessened its severity. This "What if?" scenario not only is madeulated by 
possible by the sideshadow resulting from Ballester ' s answer du ring his final conversation inces him 
with Fortunata, but it is also later validated by Ballester himself when he returns to Fortunata'sFortunata 
side after it is too late to do anything to help her. Speaking to G uillennina he says : "LadeI'S to be 
hemorragia ha provell ido sin duda de no haberse verificado la involuci6n ... M e 10 temia ...liJdren. I 
La sal ida antes de tiempo, la agitaci6n moral, Afiada usted descuidos. fa lta de asistencia, ! from an 
de v igilancia, y de lI na autoridad que se Ie hubiera impuesto. iAhl , s i yo hubiera estadoppearanee 
aqu!. Pero no podia, no poelia. Mis obligaciones .. . " (l V, vi, 15 ; 529),le to pass, 

All forks in the novelistic road produce sideshadows, because they invite the reader to II exist for 
conjecture what might have happened if other roads had been taken. If Fortunata had 
accepted Lupe ' s offer to confide in her, wou ld Lupe have helped Fortunata to carry on hera text are 
affair with Juanito behind Maxi's back? If Jacinta had not suddenly arrived to eavesdrop Ihat might 
on Gui llermina's conversation with Fortunata, would Gui llermina have been able to conarly inter
vince Fortunata not to see Juanito again? What would have happened if Baldomero and )r the first 
Barbarita had indulged Jacinta's desire to adopt Adoraci6n'! What if Fortunata had made portrait of 
an angry scene in the Santa Cruz home, instead of sim ply standing across the street? W hat uierdo an
if Lupe had acted on her threats to teU Barbarita about Juanito' s affairs with Fortunata? Ifio hubiera 
Moreno- Is la had Jived, would he have won Jacin ta's heart upon returning from England? If I relrato, y 
Fortunata had Jived , would she have responded to Ballester' s romantic advances? These cal if/then 
questions ari se, because issues that are raised in the tex t are left unexplored. The charac,triets h im
ters' actions. statements, in tentions, and wishes can not simp ly be ignored by the reader, but long-term 
neither can they be accepted as hints pointing to what will follow, Maxi's potential for iroduced at 
harming othcr~ . for example. is repeatedly sideshadowed, but never pursued. At various : narrator' " 
points in the tex t, he displays guns, a kn ife , and po ison to Fortunata, while speaking ofo have ex
kj lling either J uani to , Fortunata, or himself. But none of these lethal weapons is ever used, ce whalsu
Furthermore. Maxi ad mits to Fortunata that, if it were not for Ballester's vigilance , he would ,ance wilen 
have accidenta lly blinded a man with one of hi s badly-mixed medicines, and later Ballester 1o's home. 
find s more mi stakes in the prescriptions he fill s. Maxi, in fact , continues to dispense his oth women 
medical preparations, at times without Ballester' s supervision. Yet no patients are ever stroyed the 
harmed by any of the medicines that Maxi gives them. In both cases, the reader is givenon Jac inta. 
strong indications that something disas trous will result, but nothing does. These possible deed better 
story-lines remain latent, as do so many others in the text. As in li fe, not everything that can 
happen does happen. But this is not how things nonnally operate in novels. Authors can ,cant, nega
choose what to include in a text, and usually what they include does lead somewhere. This~n valescent 
is especially true of nineteenth-century realist authors . But since Gald6s provides so many . of her lire, 
potential story-lines that do not develop, the reader of Fortullata y Jacinta can not autoacy. Whell 
matically attac h significance to things mentioned ill the text. Unable to rely on narrative ~ uit his joh. 
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convention , the reader is freed to view the text as if it were not a work of fiction. M orson 
explains this phenomenon by saying that it is the opposite of the "aesthetic necessi ty" iden
tified by Mikhail Bakhtin as a freedom- restricting feature of most novels (160). In heavily 
sideshadowed texts, individual elements are liberated from this "aesthetic necessity" by not 
being required to lead anywhere. Rather, they have what Morson calls "aesthetic potential
ity." From a large body of data mentioned in the text, some stories emerge while the others 
remain latent. Th is potentiality is especially evident in the way that some secondary char
acters are introduced in Fortunato y Jacinta. Gald6s freq uently provides the reader with 
long lists of characters, few of whom are ever mentioned again, but all of whom rep
resent si deshadowed possibilities. For exa mple, when the narrator names the mem
bers of the intertwining family trees of the Santa C ruz and Arnaiz families in the s ixth 
chapter of Part One, any of the names cited so early in the text could well assume an 
importance as the novel progresses. And even though the narrator does sing h: out the 
Samaniego family and Guillermina Pacheco as charac ters we will hear more about 
later , no such si gnificance is attached to M oreno-Is la's name, d s pite the promi nent 
role he will subsequently play in the novel. This practice of introducing a secondary 
character by simply placing his name among those of minor characters leaves the 
reader at ~l. loss to determine which namC:i will eventu ally become important. Some
t imes none will, as is the case with the list of delinq uen t debtors chronicl ed by 
Torquemada in the third chapte r of Part Two. Thi ' situation is fu rther compl icated by 
Gald6s' s practi ce of using recurring charac te r . S ince he often elevates a lesse r char
acter from one novel to a more prominent position in another, the presence of a famil
iar name on one of the lists can raise expectations in the reader that are never satisfied. 
Faced with such an array of na mes that are given at various poin ts in the novel, the 
reader cannot be su re who will emerge as a functioning charac li.:r until i t happens. 

"Always in War and Peace," says Morson, "possibilities ar nOl just in execs. , but 
far in excess. of act ualities" (161). The same can b 'aid about Fortunato y Jacinta. T he 
examples cited above are only a sampling of the many sideshadows thal permeate Gald6s 's 
text. As in War and Peace, "An immense number of characters appear, arc sometimes 
described at length , and then disappear, ne er to be seen agaln ; and incidents are multiplied 
which we expect are to lead to someth ing important, which do nOl" (159) . The abundance 
of possibi lities that are afforded both Tolstoy 's and Gald6 " s characters comes about th rough 
coincidences, choices , interruptions, suggestions, chance encounters, and othe r ordinary 
occurrences in daily lill:. O f the potential story -lin . represent d by each of the. e possihili
ties, only a few take shap , while the others remain as shadow~ poi nting to what could have 
happened instead. The l> teady accumu lation of one sideshadowed possibility ancr another 
adds the tex ture of life to the fabric of fiction. 

Given the similarities between the sideshadowing techniques in War and PeCl ce 
(1 865-1 869) and Furtunata y Jacinta (1 886-1887), can it be said that Gale16s was in llu
enced by Tolstoy's masterpiece in the writi ng of hi s own? Perhaps. Vernon Chamberlin 
and Jack Weiner have speculated tha t Gald6s probably was introduced to Ru%ian li terature 
thro ugh a series of lectures gi ve l on the subject at the Ateneo in 1869 ( 19-20). Further
more, Harriet T urner (885-86) has suggested that Gald6~' ~ k nowl dge of Russian authors 
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could have been deepened through his close personal relationship during the 1880s with 
Pardo Bazan, whose own interest in Russian literature resulted in her 1886-1887 book, La 
reva/ucian y /a navela en Rusia. More concretely, an 1884 French translation of War and 
Peace is listed among the books in Gald6s's personal library (Nuez 230), and Walter Pattison 
has demonstrated that Gald6s used French to read foreign literature not in Spanish transla
tion. S ince, as T urner has noted (885) , Pardo Bazan spent the winter of 1884 in Paris, 
Gald6s may have received hi s French copy of Tolstoy' S masterpiece from the Countess 
upon her return to Spain . Regardless of how Gald6s acquired the text, however, i.ts 1884 
publication date does , at least, allow for the possibility that Gald6s read it before or during 
his writing of Fortunata y Jacinta . If so, he may have incorporated, either consciously or 
unconsciously, Tolstoy's sideshadowing techniques into his own work. Indeed, the mark
edly greater length of Fortunata y Jacinta, compared to that of Gald6s 's earlier novels, 
may, to some degree, be tbe result of an intel1c xtual connection to War and Peace. A" 
Morson has observed, Tolstoy ' S form of sidesbadowing requires an extended novel in or
der to accommodate all of the seemingly irrelevant details it contains. 

As tempting as this sort of speculation rnay be, however, it is not necessary to 
assign a causal relationship between War and Peace and Fortunata )' Ja cinta in order to 
appreciate how the ~et of devices Morson collectively refers to as "prosaic sideshadowing" 
contributes to the real ism of G" ld6s ' s l1Iasterpiece. By pre~cnt illg the world of the novel a~ 

a fie ld of possibilities , sideshadowing simulates the vas t randomness of real life, rather than 
revealing the prescribed orderliness of fiction . By encouraging the reader to ask "What iP" 
questions that envision alternative futures , sideshadowing replaces the inev itabili ty of the 
already-written ending with the semblance of reality's open-endedness. And, by depriving 
the reader of the security of being able to predict which elements of the text will become 
important, si cJeshadowing obligates the reader to let go of literary convention and to ap
proach the novel as if it were life rather than art. 
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